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this text will becomeoutdated rather quickly. Greater emphasison basic principles and




BIOTECHNOLOGY AND THE HUMAN GENOME. INNOVATIONS AND IMPACT. By Avril D.
Woodhead and Benjamin J. Barnhart. New York, Plenum Press, 1988. 175 pp. No
price.
This publication presents the proceedings of the Science Writers Workshop, spon-
sored by the Department of Energy (DOE) as part of the Human Genome Initiative.
The participants included scientists from industry, academia, and several national
research laboratories in theUnited States aswell as scientists fromaroundtheworld. It
consists ofshort individual papers summarizing a particular topic. These papers are all
written for the scientifically literate person, not for the expert in molecular genetics.
The organization proceeds from historical overview to specific papers summarizing the
progress in mapping and sequencing the human genome. Both scientific and social
issues are addressed. The paper by Wada, from Tokyo, reviews the efforts at large-
scale technology which must be developed if the Human Genome Project is to be
successful. Of particular interest to the general reader is the roundtable discussion,
which included representation from the DOE, academicscience, clinical medicine, and
biomedical ethics. Itaddresses thebroad scientific, social, and medical issues surround-
ing the Human Genome Project, ranging from improved understanding ofevolution to
implications ofgenetic screening in the workplace.
The bookis highly readable. How could a symposium for science writers be less? The
illustrations are clear, and the examples make some complex material readily under-
standable. In less than 200 pages, the reader can gain a very complete overview ofthe
Human Genome Project as it was regarded up to 1987. Therein lies the only major
disadvantage to the book. Three years is a long time in molecular genetics. Many
advances have been made since then. This volume could, however, provide the needed
background to introduce those who have not been in the genetics arena to the
excitement and advantages as well as the pitfalls of the Human Genome Project. The
tools of modern molecular genetics will be very powerful; this book will help the
non-geneticist togain an understanding ofthem.
MARGRETTA R. SEASHORE
Departments ofHuman Genetics andPediatrics
Yale UniversitySchoolofMedicine
RACIAL HYGIENE. MEDICINE UNDER THE NAZIS. By Robert N. Proctor. Seattle, WA,
University ofWashington Press, 1989. 414 pp. $20.00. Paperbound.
With the development ofthe science ofRacial Hygiene in the 1930s and 1940s, the
Nazis placed a greater emphasis on the health ofthe People rather than ofthe person.
In thecontext oftheir totalitarian and fascist leadership, this attitudeled quickly tothe
creation ofa society like that in Butler's Erewhon, in which an individual's illness was
both a personal flaw and a crime against humanity. Because ofthe biomedical roots of
their ideas, the Nazis looked hopefully and confidently to Germany's doctors andBOOK REVIEWS
researchers to lend scientific support to their system. As in any society, and certainly
one under totalitarian rule, the sociopolitical zeitgeist pervades all the elements of the
community; medicine, however, played a special role in Nazi Germany. National
Socialism was looked at by many as "the political expression of our biological
knowledge."
In his book Racial Hygiene: Medicine Under the Nazis, Robert Proctor "explore[s]
the place ofscience, especially biomedical science, under the Nazis... ," with a "focus
... on how scientists themselves participated in the construction ofNazi racial policy"
(pp. 3-4). He sets out to document that biomedical science was not simply usurped by
the Nazis (though this too occurred), but that it played a primary role in initiating and
developing Nazi philosophy. He examines the special role doctors played in the Nazi
programs and shows that doctors were among the earliest and staunchest supporters of
the rising fascist regime. From specifics to generalizations, he writes that "the broader
thesis guiding [the] book is that movements that shape the policies of nations can also
shape the structure and priorities of science" (p. 9).
Although he accomplishes all of his stated goals and presents a wealth of data on
each topic he addresses, the overall structure ofhis presentation (which he outlines well
in his introduction) makes for some difficult, at times even tedious, reading. In the first
part of the book (chapters 1-3) he lays the groundwork for "understanding the extent
to which the German medical profession found Nazi ideology attractive" (p. 7). In the
second part (chapters 4-8), he addresses specific topics (one in each chapter) that are
in some way related to an aspect ofmedicine in Nazi Germany. Then, in the third part
(chapters 9-10), he returns to broader topics such as the Nazi's "Organic Vision,"
"Medical Resistance," and, in chapter 10, "The Politics ofKnowledge."
In each ofthese chapters he presents an ominously large amount ofdata pertinent to
the topic. This wealth ofdetail may be important for the scholar and historian, but it is
overwhelming for the average reader interested in the important social and ethical
implications of the study. Furthermore, because the chapters have different perspec-
tives (broad versus narrow) and foci (thematic, chronological, biographical) there is
much repetition, both within and between the three major parts, ofthealready massive
amount of information. The difficulty in reading is compounded by an absence of
enough synthesis and discussion of the data and its implications (with the notable
exception of chapter 10). One of the most important theses in the book, that Nazi
science was in fact "good" science, is understated in one sentence in the chapter on
"Medical Resistance." Furthermore, there is nogood attempt to relate the influence of
Nazism on medicine to its influence on other aspects ofGerman society.
In chapter 10, "The Politics of Knowledge," Proctor does discuss some of the
broader implications of his work in greater detail. Here we find a very readable
presentation of the thought-provoking issues surrounding the practice of medicine
under the Nazis, as well as some important conclusions. Among the many, we can
single out two ofthe most salient and relevant.
First is the question ofextra-scientific influences on the direction of science and the
implications of such influence for the validity of the scientific results. Many philoso-
phers (e.g., John Dewey, Sidney Hook) debated this question early in the century even
at the time ofthe rise ofNazism. While most agree that such influences arefrequently
present and perhaps inescapable (as does Proctor), they do not agree on whether this
excludes such scientific theories from the realm ofobjective truth. Proctor asserts that
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even science whose origins and motives are tainted by sociopolitical influences can be
considered "good" or "normal." (This premise is, ofcourse, essential to accept before
we are even confronted with the ethical dilemma of whether or not we should use the
Nazis' data today.) The problem arises, however, not so much in the theories that are
produced by such science as in the application of those theories. The Nazis, for
example, thought that alcoholism was a disesae, and today we may have isolated a
genetic defect which supports that thesis. They, however, as a result ofthis knowledge
advocated sterilization and social isolation ofalcoholics, whereas our society is hopeful
that such information can be used to helpdiagnose, treat, or even cure thedisease.
This concept leads to the second highly relevant question which confronts us in the
book, i.e., that ofthe scientist's responsibility for knowledge s/he uncovers. Ifsociety
can take pure, truthful knowledge and pervert it for corrupt ends, is the scientist
responsible for ensuring that this situation doesn't occur or for withholding discoveries
that may be abused? (Assuming, ofcourse, the scientist is free from social corruption,
a fact that we have seen is not always true.) Even assuming the objectivity of the
scientist, this outcome is dependent on the sociopolitical situation at the time of the
research. Surely we cannot hold Fermi, who discovered nuclear fission in 1934,
responsible for the ethical dilemmas we face in the nuclear age. We may also assert
that the American eugenicists Dugdale and Goddard (cf. p. 99) who did their research
in the 1870s and 1910s, are less culpable for the abuse oftheir work than Fritz Lenz,
who did his work in Germany in the '30s and '40s. Proctor touches on some of these
issues, and alludes to some resolutions, but not in as satisfying or detailed a manner as
we might hope.
Racial Hygiene is an extremely serious book which deals with a very difficult topic.
Proctor's work cannot but provoke thoughtful doctors and scientists to evaluate their
roles and the power oftheir work in society. All whoread itwill learn toappreciate that





PICTORIAL HUMAN EMBRYOLOGY. By Stephen G. Gilbert. Seattle, WA, University of
Washington Press, 1989. 172 pp. $20.00. Paperbound.
The study ofembryology is the studyofa dynamic process in which structures grow,
differentiate, degenerate, and migrate. Consequently, most texts of embryology rely
heavily on numerous small diagrams, which illustrate the progression of only the
structure(s) being discussed. While this approach is certainly necessary for a thorough
understanding of development, the student of embryology can easily lose sight of the
forest when studying the trees. A book such as Pictorial Human Embryology is useful
to help the student regain perspective on the process as a whole.
The opening section of the volume illustrates the first weeks ofdevelopment. These
diagrams are accompanied by a brief and concise text, which reviews the major
developmental events from fertilization through implantation and the complex folding
ofthe embryo in the fourth week. This early embryonic period is not the main focus of
the bookand, accordingly, thesection isquitebrief. The text here serves asan excellent